GRADING

Attendance and active participation is required and recorded in one hour blocks. If a student misses part of an hour they miss the entire hour. Active participation includes class discussion, respectful behavior, pre-class readings, assignments for class sessions, “take-aways,” and other activities as assigned.

Grading

C – actively participate in all classes and pass all the daily take-aways
B – earn the C and pass one assignment at your level (grad or undergrad)
A – earn the C and pass two assignments at your level (grad or undergrad)

Written assignments are graded pass/fail with no extra credit or make-ups. They are due one week and two weeks after the class meets.

Student may miss up to three hours of class over the three days and still pass the course. If a student has special circumstances that requires them to miss up to a full day of class (five hours) they should discuss this in advance with the UTSA professor. With permission of the instructor, a student who misses up to five hours of class may earn a D as their baseline participation grade; earn a C for passing one assignment and a B for passing two. Students who miss more than five hours of class will not pass the course.